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KEY-PHRASES: 

 

SUMMARY:  
 

ENGLISH TRANSCRIPTION 
 

(:14).    This is the first teaching of the 8th year completed. 5th of March, 2014, is when 

we did the first broadcast of the series of Knowledge Seekers (KS) and today is the first 

day  .. we have actually entered 8 years …  

 

(:16).  

 

 

(:28).  

invite president Biden to Tehran.    and soon by  

As the nuclear T of today,  (:30). is the backbone of understanding the space travel of 

the future. As you remember I showed you a picture of Linz Center.  

We cannot travel the depth of the space if we do not have access to the nuclear T, 

because we cannot fly the depth of the Universe. We cannot exist, and  operate and we 

do not bring forward that operation. It is the responsibility of us to bring this thing 

forward ..   

In so many ways, it is the responsibility of us to understand the T. ..  

 

If the mankind wants to become man of space, this will be difficult if the man has no 

understanding the T of the nuclear and plasma radiation. In so many ways, it's the 

biggest stumbling block, and what has stopped mankind to develop to the next step. …  

In so many ways, mankind has to understand,  (:32). the knowledge of deep space. In so 

many ways, mankind needs to move forward with understanding the totality of the 

knowledge. In so many ways, we need to extend the knowledge to the point that we can 

share knowledge in totality and not in parts. ..  

 

We cannot take life into space if we cannot support it.  

 

If we create life we have to be able to maintain it .. 

 

(:34).    

 

(:38). 

 

(:46). 

 

The smaller you get the more powerful you become to create more conditions.  

 

(:48).  

 

I think the Creator didn't want you to hear.  



In  a way the process of teaching is very simple you have to understand these next 

couple of weeks of teaching that you are ready to move into the teaching of the fields of 

the Pl and creation. …   In so many ways, the simplicity of the knowledge and T,  (:50). 

is that mankind .. have to understand the creation of itself. The goal of .. from the 

Creator to man has taken billions of years.   

 

 

 

(1:02). of which part of the U we come from. In a way, it's not anymore nationality, 

creed, race, or religion, but it comes which part of the U (you come from), too, which 

galaxy,      and which way, how close you are to the essence of the Creator. Then we 

value,   

 

 

.. If you understand the Pl T, .. the essence of creation, in the life of the Creator, to man, 

gold has been the most precious thing, then we find that we have found gold in the life 

and essence of the Creator. That is how man values. And we find out, that in truth we 

have reached a milestone to understand ourselves, and in understanding ourselves to 

take the next step in understanding of totality. 

In so many ways, the space T now that we have created the Pl nuclear reactors, now has 

to understand how much more, and how much more, and how stronger plasmatic 

radiation fields he needs to understand,  (1:04). and develop to be able to start this path 

of evolution. On this side (top side of drawing) we went through the evolution of 

physicality. On this path (bottom) we go through the evolution of the soul and the 

Creator. Mankind has now with out teaching the opportunity either path. And this is the 

first time we have ever given any race such opportunity. This is why we taught you the 

knowledge of the spaceship, and the knowledge of physical transportation, and at the 

same time in the past 2 years we taught you the second path, the path of evolution and 

emotion towards the direction of the understanding of the essence of the creation of the 

Creator. As I said from the beginning, now it might make sense to you why we taught 

both, because this way nobody will fool no one in the future, that they know the way to 

jump from one to another (from physicality to soul), as it has been in the path of those 

who created theology. This way man at the source will decide his own fate, to go this 

way (to Creator outside), or to take this way (to Creator inside), or decide to have a 

position to move from one to another (from inside to outside visa versa).  (1:06). This 

has been the purpose of the teaching as you go and listen and understand all path 

teachings. We brought the Book #1, for you to understand the essence of the origin of 

the creation of matter if you want to take the path #1 (journey outside back to Creator). 

Then with the Book #3 we showed you the path to #2 (inside journey), Essence of the 

Creation of the Universe, creation of life, and the Creator. Then through Book #2 we 

showed you this (between the two) the path of travel. It is simple when you taught it so 

many times across the U to many races. I have been a teacher for a long time, as I have 

taught the knowledge to every race I have created. In that process when you learn first 

hand through the knowledge of the understanding of the creation through the master and 

the Creator, man does not need to accept any other teacher, except the essence of the 

creation of his own soul. The knowledge which sits with you KS from the beginning is 

the knowledge of both, and from one to another. In so many ways, in understanding 

one, you can choose the path. You can jump in and become physical and see what it is 

in this dimension (D), and then go back in the D of the soul in the inner sanctums of ?? 

more, what we call, detachment,  (1:08). what we call love, to move one step further to 



see how life is, and how it could be. You need to go in the center of the U, to find a path 

to another U, not to travel to the edge of the U, to jump into another U, because the path 

of the creation sits within the center, and not the D of physicality to find a way. In time 

many of you KS will understand this. This is why I explained to you in many of the 

teachings, why you have to learn to go from D of the soul expansion to bring the 

physicality in, that in so many ways, you jump in from one to another, and you come in, 

you speed up, and you go out and see how it is, or you want to go back in. The teaching 

of the conversion of the soul and physicality is not for you to understand to go from 

New York to Washington, or to Beijing. The teaching was to teach you how to travel 

and see every D of the creation in the Unicose of the Creator. But as man is always self-

centered and sees his own, you all gathered, that is the way we teach. If you can reach 

that point you will find elevation, .. more understanding, as what I have taught with you, 

all of you, in the past decades, is like if you take the knowledge of the creation to be the 

whole of,  (1:10). what we have to be on this screen, the knowledge which I have shown 

you, and taught you is this dot (on edge of screen). Maybe a fraction of this dot on this 

screen, and not even anywhere close to the center dot. So you might think you know 

everything, but when you look at this blank sheet, and listening and understanding the 

essence of creation as we have created it to know you are nothing but even smaller than 

that dot on the screen, you find out how humble man has to become, that he still knows 

nothing of the totality of the knowledge of the Creator which is a dot on the screen. But 

he still stays humble in the center as His field of knowledge expands the whole of the 

Unicose. Maybe some of you who become humble enough will find the path, slowly to 

Him, but for some this takes billions of years, and for some this understanding, a 

second.    (1:12).  

  

 

 

 

.. the destination is the soul of the Creator, and the train is very long and very slow, and 

man decides on which stop he wants to take off, and which stop he wants to get back in, 

As this train has no beginning and no end, and we call it life.  (1:20). but this time life is 

the cycle of the STM not the D of physicality of the man, as the man is used to. Now 

you see how and theology and the reality of the creation and the Creator is the same, but 

man has taken by a fool, to understand that theology is separate than the reality of the 

creation and the Creator, in the D of physicality , and the STM. Now you understand 

more, now you see more, and now you understand the operation of the creation. Now In 

so many ways, with the teaching and what is to come, there is no path left for the world 

leaders and the humanity but to take the path of creation, Creator and peace. As I said, 

many times, been here for thousands of years, never found peace, and now I have found 

peace in every D, and this is where we'll reach the point of reaching and becoming part 

of the essence of the creation and the Creator. Many of you will not understand what 

this peace means, but when you have, and when you achieve the totality of the desire to 

serve, and be given a gift for what I call, the path of work, then you understand where 

the peace comes from. The peace comes from when you see balance in everything 

you've done and you do, and in understanding the totality of the creation. In so many 

ways, I have found peace, and I have the beauty of loving within the peace that brings 

so much beauty.  (1:22).  

 

Commitment to serve for mankind to become peaceful with itself, has many beauties, 

and brings many things forward. I have committed myself in the D of physicality for 



decades and centuries to bring man to this point. In so many ways, we are at the verge 

of transition, and by luck or by coincidence, many of you are part of, or witnesses to 

this change without your knowing, or you have been, and now you are waiting like the 

seed you sow, to see the flowers of it to grow. In so many ways, there is no other way to 

do but this, but as I said, in the coming teaching we teach you the essence of the 

creation of the fields of the U. The essence of the creation of the fields of the U, is and 

comes only, only through one way, The Creator Itself.  

 

And now in the coming months and years, as we teach more, we understand more, how 

little we know, and how much more we need to know to be able to become a bigger dot 

on the white screen. And maybe, maybe, if we don't become arrogant by attaining, we 

become humble enough to achieve it. I hope many of you today, and many of those who 

listen to the teaching of today in the future, become enlightened to find the path to the 

true life, true peace, and a way to live in both D of creation and the Creator,  (1:24). and 

both ways to lead man to the essence of the creation, the origin of the M fields, which is 

the Creator Itself, in the name of God. In so many ways, we have made the call, it's for 

you to find the path to reach where the call has come from, and the rest is man's 

understanding of the process of creation, and understanding of the totality of the process 

of the Creator.   

 

 

 

(1:36).  

 

>>  BREAK   >>>    (1:48) . 

 

K- .. If you listen to the middle of the EU , it's nothing different than what I explained 

10 or 15 minutes ago. The womb of the mother where the essence of the creation is. 

Now maybe you understand how advanced the EU are. .. 

 

(1:50).  

 

Krashmere of KF Sales and Promotions ..  New products. 

KF Plasma Fields absorption Butterfly, (KF Store)  it enhances the Negative Oxygen in 

the environment. Effecting major portion of field within the environment especially for 

fields absorption   (1:52).  undisclosed materials, it is not normal N materials .  3 

different sizes. small for cell phone, inside cars .  

Medium version for tablets, laptops,  under bed.  

For larger area use a pair across from it in room.  

 

(1:54).  

Enhanced Pain Pen,  due to innovation, much stronger effect, expanded application. .. 

new materials to be more effective. new N materials developed for space.  

 

KF Gans Education Travel kit.  (1:56).  for you travels when you need to produce any of 

the 4 Gans's.   

 

(1:58). … 

K- .. there is a point form the material you've seen today. For example when you see the 

new butterfly, these are totally different way of setting and material added to, and the 



process which has been developed, to be able to work within the fields of absorbing. We 

have done tests on these, you have seen many of these things done. These are totally 

setup for absorbing, very much what I call, the "G" bandwidth and the others. They are 

best to be used, like the small one on one side, and the big one on the other side, or 

especially, for a very effective way to use the (Pain) Pain is 2 Pens on either side, for 

example if you have a knee pain, on either side of the knee, or whatever, to see how it 

will change and bring things out. In the next cycle of the development which will be 

released, the same as what we do, with Gans's that are developed for the same kind of 

purposes, but in a very effective way. As you've seen these small educational units. 

Many of you, I have seen, for years you are making the Gans of CO2 or Zn, or Cu, and 

you put all your packages, your boxes next to each other. With these small ones, try to 

put one on one side of the room and then the other one on the other side of the room. 

Maybe put one kit, CO2 on one side, and Zn on the other side.  (2:00). Don't forget you 

have a Cu dimension AA, and then you are producing the same material, common 

denominator, Nano materials, so you create a field transfer across the room. You receive 

the elevation of the soul and elevation of the emotion and balance of the physicality in 

some D. Try to expand your knowledge, not just to copycat, and understand this new 

small portable units are good, if for example, you are traveling somewhere ..  

 

 

(2:04).  (2:06).  

 

Q: The first half of this teaching was so beautiful … 

Q: .. what is the mass of a neutron, is it the same as the mass of an atom composed of a 

proton and an electron, and what is the length of a neutron after converted  .. 

(connection broke ..)  (2:08).  after converted into light?  

K-  .. when it comes to physics I know nothing about it.  

Q: .. repeats question ..  

K-  It's a very complicated understanding depending on which side of the world of the 

science we choose, and we would like to take. In the world of science and T we have a 

very simple understanding, that we understand that in splitting or dividing something 

into two, we  ..    (2:10). in the world of science what we are taught in the basis of 

nuclear T is that when something is splits, or divides like a neutron, to become like a 

structural process, like an electron, there are some losses, and the losses are not just kept 

between the 2 parties, some is radiated and given to the environment around it to allow 

the conversion.   .. what it means, in single condition .. 

 

(2:12).  

 

(2:16).  

 

(2:20).  

 

Fukoshima . stole T . problems .. 

 

(2:22).  

 

(2:24).   This is what the T has to be, understanding it. When you enter is halfway, not 

understanding it.  



We had a solution for Chernobyl at the time it happened I offered it to the Russian 

government    

 

(2:26).  

 

(2:28). 

 

Next question. 

 

(2:30). Q: Salameea, what is the definition of peace, and plasma, and any link between 

this 2 concepts. And with respect about God, is God plasma, is God peace? 

K- We call peace a balance, and we call peace, when you interact there is no superiority, 

there is always understanding. In the world of creation, when we look in the deep space, 

in the cosmology, we see through the U, there is no war. That we don't see, we see the 

stars far away, because there is a balance within the fields of the U. They interact, but 

they don't dominate. When they dominate in the field strength, or in a way, in reduction 

in fields, we see them as the stars, planets and the rest. So we already know about the 

condition of peace, when you look into the depths of, when you look at night into the 

skies. When you look from earth in the daytime you see the Sun, planets, the stars, their 

translucence, what we call in the world of Pl T is a sign of peace,  (2:32). balance, what 

allows all to exist, and all to be transparent. Peace in the life of mankind is finding 

position where the physicality and the STM find balance, and that with it, brings other 

things in interaction. It allows the other to show the beauty. As I said in the past few 

week I have found peace and love, and knowing how to be, in loving the creation and 

how the humanity will change, and you have seen the changes which have come around 

the Foundation, and you will see bigger changes to come. We never had peace, we have 

found peace and with it comes a new condition. It's like you have a huge bomb going 

off all the time, you can't see what is going on behind the flash of bomb,  … but when 

you have the peace you see the totality. And we reached that, all those little bombs have 

finished, and now we see the totality, we can give, we can respond, and bring in the life 

of the man, peace ..  

(2:34).  

(2:36). 

 

R: about Fukoshima ..  how can we use the 1 billion liters of Tritium water from 

Fukoshima … 

(2:38).   you use radioactivity to initiate reactors ..  they want to dump it into the ocean, 

that doesn't seem like a good idea to me. What do you think? 

 K- You have listened to a lot of fabrications and lies by the Japanese government. 

Straight forward black lies, I call them red lies, and KS understanding the totality of the 

work. As I told you, Japanese have stolen the T and making it assets for Emperor, for 

what they call, "private asset holding." Ask yourself very simple question   ... .  

 (2:40).  

 

 

 

they stole together. you'll see they will start dismantling these tankers ..  

Fukoshima water is clean .. 

(2:48).  

   



They don't need it. ..  I hope I answered you Rick? 

R: Not quite the answer I was expecting .  … I thought we would get into some way to 

make a reactor out of the Tritium water. 

K- No, in a way you're correct. If the Japanese come to an agreement with the KF, and 

deliver all this white gold dust which they have processed. We show you how to use it 

for space T. It's a very good fuel, but you know when you have gold in your hand and 

you don't know what to do with it, it's a muck.  

 

(2:50).   

 

Q:  . they want to capture a neutrino and use energy ..  ? 

K- You have to rely on the ignorance of the scientist or understand the knowledge .. 

what we call neutrino is not one level energy, it's a spectrum of fields which travels in 

eh depths of the U. What does this mean, is that, when we have a solar system like ours, 

we have energies of different strengths   (2:52).  

 

… in the process of what we see in eh hammering of the KF and my personal life, is the 

best thing happen to the KF, because you have to judge, "is it true," or am I listening to 

one who is trying to damage the whole structure of what is been done for years. Then 

when you decide, it shows your weakness or strength,  (3:18). in what you have done, 

and what you see. These are best tests. We saw it for years with the others, and now we 

see it with the new source of it coming up. But ask yourself a question, if a man has 

given his life and everything else for it. Is it true, can it be? How come up to a year ago 

it was the best thing, now he has changed. Because when I give love, I give 

unconditionally, and when I take that love, not to stop giving it, but putting it in the 

right position, it hurts very bad, people wanting it back. But when you have done wrong 

you stand your own position. We never do anything to harm anyone, we just 

consolidate. It's good for us, because it's your test not us. Thank you very much.  

Any other question.    

 

Inflammation Pen 

Q: .. you said some weeks ago you were going to launch a new product for 

Inflammation. Is this new enhanced Pain Pen is the one you were referring to, or is it 

something else that is going to come up?  

K- What do you mean by that?   (3:20). 

Q: You mentioned you were coming up with a new product for inflammation. 

K- Yes, this is part of it.  

Q: Is this part of it, or is it the product for .. 

K- It is part of the what we said to do. This is part of the structure of the new systems 

we are releasing. We can explain it easier in the TV channel, then in public channels 

like Youtube. In the structure of the new TV stations …   there is a section built inside 

the TV channel studio where the products can be explained in full as a product.   then 

we can explain on how it works, and show, we are relying on a lot of testimonials to 

come in. It's like the Cups which are coming in, the first batch of Cups to leave in the 

next 7 days, because they are hand crafted, single by single, they are not mass produced 

in a way. So if you ordered a Cup 2 or 3 weeks ago, the artisan has to make it. I think 

we receive the first batch this week, and then it will come out. It is the same with the 

clothing which is come out. Now the EU have gone into production … .  

.. it brings a new T into operation. What we are trying to do in the research center.    to 

show you the lift system in a very short time.   (3:22). everything is done.  



 

Q: Will this take care of the tendonitis, as well as, osteoarthritis? 

K- you have to test it and then you tell us. This is not  …   a monkey wrench, it fits 

some of the nuts, when you have a small spanner and the problem is bigger you have to 

buy a bigger spanner to fix it.  ..  

Thank you. Any other question. 

 

 (3:24). Q: I had a CH3 capture kit hooked up to a DC power supply, at 15 milliamps 

and it turned the CH3 a blackish color, what did I get Deuterium? 

K- Nope Fe. You have released the Fe, in not real, but near Nano state.  

  

(3:26).  

 

KF TV Producer Neil 

 

(3:28). Q: Neil, We need more volunteers with video experience/ 

K- Yes, would you like to bring him online. Neil, has accepted the position of head of 

KF TV. He has large extended, time   

..   He'll decides what you see ..    He has the same ethos as we. would you like to tell us 

some more.  

Q: Yes, what we are attempting to do here is unprecedented .. we are building a public 

community of public broadcasting.. ..  (3:30).  

We are putting out a call for KS for  

 

(3:32).    we have that information, it has been worked on for 8 years..  

If you have these skills contact the KF. .. 

 

K-  … Thank you for accepting this huge responsibility. ..  

(3:34). As you said, it is the first time a TV station is run by the people through the 

people, through their knowledge, and nothing else, we are not a political party.   

 

R: Do we have an email address  ..  

K- 

 

Video Editors with Ethos and Emotion 

  

The reason we have a problem with this, we can get editors coming from outside, but 

they don't understand, it is just a project for them, people do.  (3:36). We want editors 

from the KF who understand the essence and the ethos. It will be totally different 

programs, and different understanding and presentation in all the teachings, and this is 

what we are looking for. It you have editorial skill. We tried to bring people from 

outside, but to them it is just, what I call, "things that have to be done." But when you 

have understanding of the ethos of the work and what we are doing, it will have 

different meaning what you show ..  It is something, as I say, the KF has to touch your 

soul, otherwise the rest is physicality, everything looks the same. As what was said to 

me, you talk and KS understand, but outside world thinks you are crazy, and this is how 

we are going to get you. People who understand the totality of the T, and then you 

understand, everyone who touches us will get ?? burned by it. We need editors who 

understand,  what it means when you show a Gans,  

if we have an emotional understanding of the T. 



 

(3:38).    

 

History of KF - First KS 

 

K- The forums and everything else. The history of the KF started around time, March 

April, started with one man trying to, because he saw a UFO and he wanted to 

understand more, when I explained to him what it is, and he became the first KS, and 

one of the cornerstones fo the KF. He is a Belgium, and a beautiful friend, and 

association of the Belgium community. He said, I will make you the website. He made 

the website, and then his brother was a website developer. His name is Olivier, him and 

his brother spent a lot of time building the first pages of the website, then the forum, and 

then the interaction of the people in the forums, in 2005. Actually 2004, and then with 

these process these two brothers built the forums long, long, in 2005,  (3:40). a year 

before even, other people came in and claimed to it. Because what they did, is very 

interesting, the patent, was to patent the T, but we wanted to keep a record and we have 

documents, files of it. One of these brothers did, he went everyday on the what you call, 

hit list, who came toe the KF website, they read, whatever it is, in 2004, and he literally 

made a folder for each day, and we started with  or 6 pages, 20 - 30 lines per page, to 

near a booklet after a year. Long before even the patent get started, the people who 

started writing the patent, were introduced to us. And then they brought the forums in. 

He always looked, he said look, Mr. Keshe, the Nano Technology from Manchester 

University always comes on line. We have boxes of these kept, which shows the history 

of the KF, especially the first websites, the first forums, started in t 2004, long, long, 

before we got involved with the rest of the problems which came with the others in KF. 

So the truth sits in, still the two brothers are still around.  

 

 

(3:46).  

 

(3:48).  
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